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Dr. King Day

New Series To Help
Whites Beat Racism
The first in a series of forums
designed to help Whites combat
racism will begin this morning at
H on Seventh Street.
Discussions will he held every
Thursday for the remainder of the
cmester investigating "What
Whitey Can Do" to meet the race
risis. The administration has given
he program support and officially
uclaimed today as SJS’ Memorial
)ay for Dr. Martin Luther King
The forum will begin with a tape
of Dr. King’s 1966 address to Stanford University and features a
sex ies of speakers until 1:30, when
the program ends.
CDA INITIATES
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group students live in living centers and also set up a scholarship
fund.
FAST SUGGESTED
Students and faculty are asked
to fast during lunchtime every
Thursday and contribute at least
their lunch money to the funds.
Help is also needed on leafleting
teams and information booth
crews.
Tim Knowles, president of
United Black Students for Action,
has requested that the SJS faculty
take action to raise funds for a
Martin Luther King scholarship
fund.
Knowles cited the Jesuit professors at the University of San Francisco who have raised $12,500 for
a scholarship fund for Black students.
Today’s forum includes several
local civil rights activists. Shorty
Collins, the Bay Area director of
the Fellowship of Reconciliation
and a former SJS campus minister,
will speak at 11:30.

A group of students, faculty and
campus clergy members, calling
themselves the Committee for a
Democratic Alternative, initiated
the program. They hope the forum
series and other proposals can be
adopted by the ASB. (Student
Council was to discuss the matter
at yesterday’s meeting.)
The program makes it clear
DR. LACKNER
that White people can do more to
help solve racism than just attend
He will be followed by Dr.
forums. The committee hopes to Jerome Lackner, San Jose physisolicit contributions for a room cian who attended to both Dr. King
and board fund to help minority and Cesar Chavez, Mexican-American leader. Lackner is also a
member of the Interfaith Committee on Social Justice.
Dr. Arturo Cabrera, SJS professor of elementary education and
Mexican -American spokesman, will
speak at noon. He will be followed
by Dr. Bruce Ogilvie, professor of
psychology and producer of the
TOKYO (AP/ -- North Viet- "Day of Concern" films shown
nam, its tone seeming to harden, here last semester.
Omsbudsman J. Benton White
rejected Wednesday as indaequate
the sites proposed by the United will speak, as will Santa Clara
States for preliminary talks on County CORE member Andrew
Montgomery. The last speaker will
the Vietnam war.
be Ben Ginden, who has been acA Hanoi broadcast once again tive in starting scholarship funds
claimed that world opinion de- for minority group students.
manded the Americans stop creating "difficulties" in the selection
of a meeting place. It coupled this
statement with a reassertion of its
hard-line stand, that if the United
States really wanted peace, it
should immediately halt all air
raids over North Vietnam, withdraw troops from South Vietnam
and "let the Vietnamese people
Scott LeFaver, 21 - year - old
settle their own affairs."
senior political science major from
The broadcast coincided with Newport Beach, announced to the
disclosure in Tokyo that Japan had Daily yesterday that he will run
Informally asked the Soviet Union for ASB president for the 1968-69
to help arrive at an early decision academic year. He will run on an
on selection of a site for the talks. Independent platform.
The request was made by ForLeFaver said, "Student governeign Minister Takeo Miki at a ment can go on the upswing and
meeting on another subject with become a dynamic force if certain
Soviet Ambassador Oleg TroYan0v- programs instigated by the Execusky. The Soviet envoy was reported tive Council under Vic Lee are
replying noncommittally that the continued and carried through by
Soviet Union also was "looking a strong president.
forward to early peace" in Viet"These programs are progresnam.
sive and, for once, affect and inIn Waralpindi, Pakistan, visiting terest the student at SJS. My
Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin platform, which will be presented
urged in a speech that the United to the student body at a later date,
States accept Hanoi’s proposals.
will emphasize these progressive
programs."
LeFaver is presently ASH attorney general and a member of
ASB Executive Council. In 1966 he
was president of the Associated
Men Students at Orange Coast
Julior College in Costa Mesa.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
FBI yesterday charged Eric Starvo
Galt with conspiracy in the murder of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
It was the first time that any
conspiracy had been officially
mentioned in connection with the
April 4 assassination of King, In
Memphis.
And the FI31 issued a photograph which is identified as being
one of Galt, "also known as Harvey Lawmyer and John Willard."
The FBI said a warrant was issued in Birmingham, Ala., Wednesday on the basis of an FBI complaint which charged that Galt
"and an individual whom he alleged to be his brother, entered
into a conspiracy" which began
around March 29 at Birmingham
and ended about April 5 to "injure,
oppress, threaten, or intimidate
SCOTT LEFAVER
Martin Lutiwr King Jr."
. . . presidential Gandidata

Viets Nix
Talk Sites

LeFaver Runs
For President

Eric Galt Named
In King’s Death

While refusing to make any firm
monetary commitments, Student
Council, urged by ASB President
Vic Lee, endorsed the newly
formed program "What Whitey
Can Do."
Council also set up a commission, to consist of six students
and two members of the Academic
Senate, which would work out details of the plan, including how
funds would be derived.
The program, which begins today, was organized after the shooting death of Dr. Martin Luther
King. Its purpose is to aid minority
students at SJS.
Council refused to discuss an
amendment to the program, made
by Tony Quintero, senior representative, that the ASB allocate
$100,000 from next year’s budget
to begin a scholarship for minority
students.
VESTED INTEREST
In asking council to endorse the
entire program, Lee stated, "I have
a personal vested interest in this
program. I am first a man, but I
am also an Oriental."

Lee said he has had many "concerned people" come to him proposing that the ASB support programs to stop racism. Ile said in
turn he asked them If they had
donated as little as 15 cents of
their own money to Operation
SHARE or to organizations on
campus dedicated to stopping racism. "Inevitably," he said, "the
answer was no."
WHITE’S PROBLEM

for the program, lie hoped it would
be a joint effort of the entire college community. He claimed that
"a gentleman in Los Gatos" has
already raised $50,000 for the program,
Council voted down attempts by
to strike out the section that calls
Bob Platt, junior representative,
for all campus organizations which
have living facilities to give free
room and board to minority
groups. Lee emphasized that although the council passed the program as a whole, student groups
were not bound to follow it.
Margaret Aley, an organizer of
the program said. "We feel this
program is a minimum step this
campus must take to deal with
racism." She said re group, called
a Commtitee for a Democratic Alternative would be willing to coordinate with other groups dealing
with the same problem.

He continued that racism was
not the minority group’s problem,
but the white man’s. "I don’t want
money to console the conscience of
Whites. Do they think money can
buy a solution to racism? What do
they think the ASB is, a foreign
aid program?" he said.
But he continued that "What
Whitey Can Do" is the best program he has seen so far to help
alleviate racism on campus. "I
want this to be a permanent lastLETOURNEAU URGES
ing program," Lee said.
Dave Letourneau, member of
Gene Lokey, one of the six origiStudents for a Democratic Society,
nal organizers of the program, told
urged council to delay passing the
council it would not be responsibel
proposed ASB budget for next
for supplying all the funds needed
year, take most of the athletic department’s proposed $276,000, and
spend it trying to stop racism on
campus. He asked, "What’s more
important, a football team or
trying to stop America from burning down this summer?
Letourneau was one of seven
students who had addressed the
council earlier in the meeting
meeting yesterday afternoon.
urging the group to take notice of
Whereas faculty members hesi- minority problems, racism at SJS,
tated to officially commit them- the war in Vietnam and the draft.
selves to "go on strike" if the
Although the student legislators
Trustees failed to take prompt ignored much of the appeals, they
action in meeting the demands, did lend immediate support to a
Dick Miner, a student spokesman $1,000 allocation request to bring
said:
Black comedian Dick Gregory to
"After speaking with faculty campus. Gregory is scheduled to
members and after knowing how speak in Morris Dailey at 10 a.m.,
the Trustees react to creativity, I April 13.
smell a strike in the wind."
Miner based his prediction on
the fact that he has spoken to
"dozens of faculty members who
have expressed a ’now or never’
attitude toward reshaping and
correcting the present state college system."
Miner informed AFT of a new
Mary McCarthy, daughter of
campus organization designed to
Sen. Eugene McCarthy, will speak
assist the faculty drive.
"SHAFT, which stands for ’Stu- at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in Morris
dents to Help the American Fed- Dailey Auditorium, not today as
eration of Teachers,’" said Miner, reported in yesterday’s Daily.
Miss McCarthy, a 20-year-old
"is a group of students and cam’sus clubs organized to support the sophomore at Radcliff College in
AFT quest to establish educational Cambridge, Mass., is on authorized
reforms focusing on racism, rights, leave for the current semester
of protest and dissent, educational campaigning for her father. She
changes, and the student-teacher will discuss Sen. McCarthy’s stand
on the issues of the current camclassroom ratio."
The faculty and students attend- paign.
After a 15-minute speech, Miss
ing the meeting chuckled when
Miner explained that his organiza- McCarthy will open the floor to
tion’s name, SHAFT, held no evil questions. Main topics of her talk
will be MeCarthy’s views on the
connotations."
The 24-year-old graduate stu- draft, the war and racial oppresdent in international relations re- sions.
John Bieclunan and Steve Matuceived an ovation when he said
his group desired "to meet with lich, co-chairman of the McCarthy
AFT leaders to develop areas in for President drive on campus, and
vhtch students can be effective member of SJS’ Young Democrats,
’n attain ng education -oriented arranged for her visit.
Besides SJS, Miss McCarthy will
goals."
The 18 AFT priority demands also visit Modesto, San Francisco
ire grouped under five general and the University of California at
lescription headings. The basic Santa Cruz.
trees of concern include: teaching
Elaborating on the Senator’s
Ninditions, stud ent educational draft stand, Miss McCarthy will
needs, college governing relation- discuss his proposal to establish a
ships, professional work status of civilian military and to allow parfaculty, and buildings, materials ticipation in Vista and the Peace
and books,
Corps fulfill military obligations.

SHAFT Student Group
Forms To Assist AFT
E,
B
HOLDING STILL for Karen Thompson’s careful excavating are
the remains of a pre -Spanish Indian, found on the Duncan Oneal
Ranch east of Mt. Hamilton. Eighteen SJS anthropology students spent Easter vacation unearthing a living area approximately 700 years old. Six other buried areas are located on the
lack of sanitary facilities forced the Indians to move
ranch
often. Students spent nights in tents or campers and days working
in a five-foot deep trench. (See story below).

SJS student and faculty groups
united yesterday in a drive to establish "major educational roforms" in the California State College system.
In the shape of 18 "demands,"
the reforms, (which will be presented to the State College Board
of Trustees April 24-25) were
adopted during an SJS American
Federation of Teachers (AFT)

Judiciary Concludes Hearings
On First Student Rights Case
The Judiciary yesterday concluded the hearing of the first case
involving interpretation of the
President’s Interim Statement on
Student Rights and Responsibilities. In doing so, Lew Solitske,
chief justice, informally clarified
that the Judiciary was merely a
fact-finding board and would not
charge either the faculty member
or student involved in the hearing
with misconduct or deal out punitive measures. The Judiciary will
make a recommendation on the
legality of suspension of Earl
Hansen, senior speech mapor.
This was in answer to a request
by Dr. Clarence Flick, professor of
drama and general faculty manager of KSJS-FM, to the Judiciary,
that as a fact-finding board it
would "consider what additional
charges may be preferred against
a student or students in light ot
the acts committed."
Dr. Flick also announced the
reinstatement of Mike Brinks, another suspended KSJS staff stu-

dent. Flick said Brinks requested
reinstatement yesterday, and was
granted it after Flick met with
faculty and student members of
the KSJS staff and members of
the department of drama. Brinks
accepted a reprimand that he and
other suspended students had rejected at the time of the incident.
The Judiciary was in its second
day of hearing the grievances of

Queen Contest
International Queen Contest
deadline for :QS coeds has been
extended to April 22. Applications
may be obtained from Judy Crow,
Foreign Student Ads iser’s Office,
In the Administration Building.
Candidates must be single, have
completed one year of college,
carry at least 10 units and plan to
attend sJs the coming academic
year. Applicants must have lived
at some time in a foreign country.

Indian Digs Reveal
Skeletons, Artifacts
By JUDI’ SMITH
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Most SJS students spend Easter
vacation getting a tan.
But 18 anthropology students
soaked up more grimy earth than
sunshine, and were more concerned
with white bones than tan skin.
The group, directed by Dean
Pritchett, instructor in English and
anthropology, excavated less than a
foot a day in an Indian living and
burial area 22 miles east of Mt.
Hamilton. Twenty-three pre-Spanish skeltons and over 160 artifacts were taken from five feet
of "midden," - soil formed from
decayed food and feces.
The digging area is on the 1,200acre Duncan ()neat Rauch in Isabel
Valley. Pritchet t’s anthropology
195 students, special problems students and "interested outsiders"
spent eight days in tents, campers
or trailers near the site.
Pritchett, said the work was
"fairly hard and very filthy" the soil around such primitive living areas, which had no sanitation
facilities, eventually became so
foulest the Italians would have to

move. Time has not sweetened the
conditions much, he added.
Pritchett’s students ordinarily
dig every Saturday at an Alameda
County site, learning archaeological field methods first hand. All
were required to spend Easter
week at the Isabel Valley site.
Skeltons found date from 12001400 ad., Pritchett estimates, and
could he of either San Joaquin
Valley (Yokut) or Santa Clara
Valley ICosta Noan) Indians.
The Indians apparently did not
smoke. No pipes, usually common
in California diggings, were found.
Pritchett said the students, who
spent. seven hours a day in the 10by 100-foot trench, passed evenings
howling hack at the coyotes, singing and "harassing their instructor."
"I lost five pounds, but (the
students) spent a lot of time cooking aril exiting," he noted.
The group used 300 salt tablets
to combat water lass by perspiration. Night temperaturres froze
water in buckets, but days were
hot enough to topple one girl "flat
on her face in the midden." said

Hansen, who claimed a violation
of his rights under the Student
Rights document in the procedure
used in having him suspended
from radio station KSJS-FM.
He also claimed that Dr. Flick
exercised censorship, contending
that KSJS falls under the category of a publication as outlined
in the document and therefore the
rights of the radio station as part
of the student press were violated.
Hansen specified the charges of
censorship by saying that Flick insisted on listening to tapes before
they were aired and told him Jim
Eagleson, another suspended radio
staff member, was not authorized
the use of KSJS air time if he
identified himself on the air during
Hansen’s phone-in program. Hansen also said Dr. Flick did not
want him to have members of the
Students for a Democratic Society
on his show because they were
too controversial.
Flick denied censorship, stating
that he was responsible to the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) for the content of programs on KSJS and this monitoring of the programs was the only
possible way to carry out the responsibility.
He admitted Eagleson was not
authorized for air time after his
suspension if he voluntarily identified himself on the air. After he
was on the air, if it was discovered
Eagleson was the speaker, it
would be up to Hansen to use his
discretion in handling the situation, as it was his decision as to
who he put on his program.

Political Group
Seeks Candidates
The Dollars and Sense Party,
a campus political group seeking
candidates for Associated Student
Body offices, will meet tonight at
7:30 p.m. in Cafeteria A-B.
According to Earl Hansen, chairman, "The Dollar and Sense Party
seeks to enlist any and all students who want to undertake the
task of imprming student government, particularly student council,
by running for office or by campaigning."
Hansen said, ’The party is being organized to give the students
$20 worth of leadership . . . the
$20 representing the fee students
pay for belonging to ASS for an
.,endentic year."

Coed Speaks
For Campaign

Senate Bill Would Allow
Teaching Load Increase
State Senator Clark Bradley sideration of the faculty, Sperling
(12-San Jose) has introduced a ’contended. Instead, they are conbill in the Senate that would en- cerned with lowering the student able state college professors to teacher ratio and improved facilivoluntarily teach extra classes be. tics, he said.
yond the present 12 -unit load for
extra pay.
The major purpose of the hill is
to serve as a possible alternative
to the hiring of additional professors, according to Jack Cox, SenThe SJS Newman Center. sponator Bradley’s administrative assoring a Cultural Happening this
sistant.
week, will hold panel discussions
The bill would also provide an tonight at 8 in Jonah’s
Wail,
opportunity for those professors to Markham, Royce, and
Allan Halls.
earn extra money who felt they the Wesley
Foundation, and the
would be able to handle extra Catholic
Women’s Center.
classes.
The theme of the Cultural HapHowever, Dr. John Sperling, as- pening and the discussion groups
sociate professor of humanities, is -A Man and a Woman" and
and president of S.ISS American their commitments in today’s life.
Federation of Teachers (AFT) said
A priest or nun, a Newman
Bradley’s hill Is "irrelevant to the committee member, and a married
problem of education. It has no couple from San Jose will particichance to pass and is not to be pate in each panel discussion.
taken seriously."
Five sisters. two priests, and two
It is impossible for xi professor brothers are visiting the SYS camto keep abreast In his field when pus, taking part in discussions,
teaching 12 units, said Sperling. attending classes, and lecturing in
Salary Is not the number one eon - some classrooms this week.

Panels Tonight
On ’Man, Woman’

Staff Comment
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Man’s Modern Mess
Vit too long ago the !tapers ran .1

Society is missing the boat

Idaring. a "Matt Turns I/own

its getting on into September.

1 ,.rteiii. to Return to Obscurity." They
.1 11) the "sad. sentimental" angle
It made a quick. interesting
Eiol of story.

End

of sad

and

e owe nothing to the world but
is hat we can give it and we should expect nothing in return but what it can
give. Society V. as fostered out of the
erroneous belief that man must have
slime

form of conformity to insure

Cut it ili,turbeil me. It concerned
!I,. 1110111’ln 1111.,, modern man has got

peace and tranquility. _And now it has
reached the point where we must

inte with all the logical rittofflale at his disposal. It concerned the
a way of life that all too few
Huh dare to pr -ti. But most of all. it

"adjust" or the, inside if not outside.
lail the Conqueror Worm.

of life itself.
riled the
11111 Ilutle 11 hilt is eating away at me.
I wu. were
.iv back in chilill
-heltered. -.(1 the textbooks say, in our
cote

.uw;) mock is 111111 of flimsy melodrama
anI illogical fantasy. Soon. howev er.
after the ,earching. yearning years of
.iikleseenct. have worn us down. we
reality which has been
place
.1il ef fantasy for

replace

the

Man’s freedom. however, is answerable to no one but man himself. Indiconformity is the
iduality not

I
fine

don’t expect to cure hypocrisy
feeble blow

with

or even rid it of

But

I can clear a little ground for

is --If.

empty a

patch

of thought-

grown! so that I can breathe easier.
Nloreov er. I 410111 expect to change
the tide of time with a few weak words
scrawled on a sheet of paper. But the

1.1111thue.d.

of it. I’d like to look back and know

..1 life is being distilled and
oats.’

.1. N, it in favor of drone stereo..vi-tence. robbed of flavor
,,.ce.
i.icn.

c are becoming shells of
e are empty reproduc-

tions of the original.

Thrust and Parry

problem still exists

and I’m a part

that at some time in my life I actually
turned my eyes inward and exatnined
what lay there.
Knew thyself. it is said. But nobody
does. Nobody in the world does.
And it’s killing me that nobody has
a chance to.

R. McQ.

Guatemala to Death Valley
’Our Government Should
Fight All Dictatorships’
Editor:
We Americans see Communism as a threat
to our freedom. We love free speech, free
action and free thought. We don’t believe in
liquidating political enemies.
Yet our government in its fight against the
growth of Communism is actively supporting
repressive anti -democratic dictatorships. These
dictatorships strangle the very freedom we
are trying to save.
In Guatemala the rightist government works
hand in hand with the terrorist gioup called

; I t est Room

’The Secret Dossier System Must Go’
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the second of two articles
by Dr. Harry Bender, SJS assistant professor of
psychology regarding faculty personnel files. A
portion of yesterday’s article was inadvertently
c..,t out, but Dr. Bender includes it in today s
By HARRY BENDER
1ssistant Professor of Psychology
PART II
In sesIertlay’s :Wic le. I told of the contratitig reactions to my method of null:in.; the grading Si stem more fair and meanfaeulty voted 303-5 for trial
iniplemeot.di. ill it the system, and wrote
nts. On
gl05.iiL. enthusiastic t
the other 11.111.1. his department bead, unheknoiv n -t ii me. had inserted into my
rtlper-omiel file a viciously derogatom ,iiiprai-.11 lot ill, same plan. The latt
that prior to hi- maluation. I had openly
eritiviied -.on, of his policies, didn’t seem
....laid. ;ital.
..t.;Is alleged that my proposal
II.
is .1s, iii
to sot and psychological
priaiplepractical considerations that
members of the department is rote
mein., 1,, him and also saw me to he sure
that ii
dearly understood that Dr.
liendrr is
not expressing the point of
%ley. of thi 11..partment . . regarding his
i.oiltributions to the college. his work here
ha- been a negative factor, at least this
ear. Ili, recent suggestions regarding
grading
.
were so contrary to both
sound psychological practice and emu’ llllll
setise that I felt it nere.ary to spend two
hours drafting a me
criticizing them.
I author’s HOW: till department head
negleeted ill !Milt ion he haul been informed that his eriticism was founded ii
an absurd no -interpretation of the proposal!) hi the twenty-three years I have
I hase never heard a psyliven ai
’i-tunIs censored I sir I by INA
cliologt-t
many peers on professional grounds."
of the proposal none
After publicat’
of the five dissenting votes CAMP from a
member of the psyehology department not e% it one front that department head!
Said .1cpartment head, who wan thanked.
in a footnote to the article, for giving the
author the benefit of his views, never addressed A communication to "The Tower"
in discharge of his "obligation" to prevent

Th..

Warsaw, Poland .. ."

it tog with incessant. pecking jabs.

41"ggedl)
Ilur fat, ;mil toil and till our plot.
But it .hpre-ses me that the whole

". .. with the exception of Phnom PenS, Cambodia ...

key. the needed hypodermic.

anyone from receiving the impression that
the dothor spoke for the department. He
didn’t appear at the faculty meeting,
where the open discussion would have afforded hint an opportunity to mention,
and een demonstrate, that the proposal
was -contrary to sound psychological prin.
elides and practical considerations . . .
(and) contrary to both sound psychological practice and common sense. .
(Concerning that presentation to the general faeulty. this note, entered by a later
department head, appears in the author’s
perS4
’I file
"Two colleagues report
having heard Dr. Bender present his views
on grading practices. Their view is that the
points he made were well thought out,
that they went together in an orderly
fashion. and that the presentation was
excellent .
"
If the %iews of the first department
head about my grading innovation have
changed, there has been no appropriate
notat
appended to the devastating
ealoation in my personnel record, which
has damaged me for many years.
As a matter of fact, that first department head, a scholar-scientist, has been
curi llll sly reluctant to permit open confrontation concerning any of the issues
upon which he and I seem to have been in
disagreement for some years. Perhaps he
considers a surreptitious anti unanswerable
attack. or a discreet word to some administrator, a Inure professional way of recols lug differences. i I can’t help wondering whether that note in my personnel
file doesn’t provide a clue to the administration’s inaction concerning a grading
proposal that could have greatly benefited
our students and our college.)
In a recent defense of the secrecy of a
silt
of the personnel files, an administrator pointed out that a professor, believ log that false and derogatory material
had been inserted, may ask that college
officials examine the dossier and remove
any material they consider both false and
defamatory. He further indicated his willingness to give an inquiring professor a
general tuition about his dossier’s contents,
although the professor may not tee the
dossier itself. The good administrator over-

looks the facts that -- (1) The professor
may have no inkling that such material is
in his dossier, and would, therefore, have
no basis for requesting that it be eaxmined.
(2) The administrators conducting such
examination, lacking first-hand information, may not recognize some items as untrue or misleading, and may not even be
in a position to know when a statement is
derogatory (Someone not knowing of
Tommie Smith might take as complimentary the evaluation, "Smith is a pretty
good runner.") And 13) My experience
tells me that were an administrator to
give me "the gist" of my dossier, he would
probably summarize the outrageous, extreme and clearly prejudiced comments
about my grading plan as, "your department head isn’t terribly favorably ho pressed with your grading proposal."
My case will be heard, in the near future, by the College Grievance Committee.
In addition to exploring the ethics of the
dossier system, there will be a revelation
of a series of atrocities
and considerat
associated with our promotions system, our
methods of conducting controversy and
treating dissent, our procedures for determining policy, and our ways of processing
grievances. The hearings will he open to
all members of the faculty and adminite
trati lllll and you are ins ited and urged to
attend.
Obviously, the secret dossier system must
go. But let us not he so naive as to believe
Iliad the opportunity it provides for safe
character-assassination will thereby be
eliminate41. Private and discreet oral assault can be just as effective, and redress
may he even more difficult. I believe that
the hest approach to this and a number of
other serious and related problems is embodied in a proposal that has been dubbed
the "Competence, Responsibility, Experience Ail vancement Techniq e"
(CREATE). I have requested that the appropriate academic council committee
conduct open hearings concerning it. Experience causes me to believe that the
request will be rejected. Perhaps this time
the faculty will not tolerate failure to
promptly consider and act upon constructive alternatives to the present system.

the ’Mario Blanca.’ Phis rightist government
took control in the 1950s when the CIA supported an army that moved from Honduras
into Guatemala and overthrow the existing
government. The ’Mano Blanca’ "takes care"
of anyone who protests injustices too loudly.
Yet the ’Man Blanca’ admits that only one
oat of 10 fighting for social change is a
Communist.
Economic injustice is rampant in Guatemala. Today more than half of the Guatemalans are suffering from malnutrition. The
average wage is 50 cents a day, but meat is
40 cents a pound and eggs are 60 cents a
dozen. Of the 70,000 people who die yearly in
Guatemala, 30,000 are children.
I. F. Stone in his Feb. 19 Weekly Newsletter said that Guatemala smells like Vietnam a few years ago; the same United States
military advisers by the hundreds: the same
corrupt pmver structure; the same paranoid
fears of Communism: the same group of determined but impoverished peasants. The
United States is militarily backing an oligarchy
of two per cent of the people and own 80 per
cent of the land.
These same meddling. repressive United
States activities have been commented on by
Charles Wells in his Newsletter of May 15,
1967. He said that we maintain counter-revolutionary forces in Guatemala to protect our
investments. He stated that American helicopters are being used against guerillas in
Columbia and American napalm and green
Beret Forces have already been used against
rebels in Peru..,
If we want our government’s actions to be
in accord with the high ideals of our people
and fight for human rights and freedoms
throughout the world, we should insist that
our government fight all the dictatorships
throughout the world, not just the Communists.
Leona D. ’Harvey
Speech Department

Death Valley New Look
At the World We Live In
Editor:
Hot, yes, but Easter week was without a
doubt one of the most interesting and educational weeks that I have ever spent. I had
the privilege of attending the Field Studies
course at Death Valley. I would like to compliment and praise the instructors who were
there. Each man had his own approach to his
field; however, each came to one central point
and the living
-- Death Valley -- man desert. Thank you again, Dr. Applegarth, Dr.
Sharsmith, Dr. Maddox, Dr. Kartchner, Prof.
Stecker, and Dr. Harvey for giving us a new
look at the world we live in.
George E. Watts, Allel

Has the President Tried
To Solve the Dilemma?
Editor:
What is the background of a scribe who
criticizes the President’s policy of "limited
war" yet at the same time- admits that, "Wider
methods . . would more than likely secure
another world war." In the April 3 issue, Dan
Ehilich condemned Johnson for turning his
back on his commitment to our boys in Vietnam. But in reality hasn’t The President tried
to solve the dilemma that has Ehrlich himself
admitting error in purby the horns? by
suing a limited war, by avoiding another
world war, and by seeking peace at the expense of his own pride.
Sandy Rubin, A166511

As soon asiiISUcal.iikgNeitil)Ntogether sit
money, I’m leaving California. It’s o
safe here anymore. My decision to Ica
g while I was hot
was made one eve
for vacation.
My girlfriend haul come down from I
Angeles to spend a few days witlt me
San Diego. We were having flintier al
friend’s apartment in La Jolla one e%ettit
There we were, four college smile’
and a mother, sitting around the tab
enjoying our spaghetti dinner and str.
berry daiquiris when all of a sudden
hit! Earthquake!
At first we didn’t know what was In
pening. The table and the dishes start
clattering.
"Hey, will ya quit kicking the tahle?
"A plane must have broken the soil
barrier."
"No, my God, we’re having an car
quake!"
"Oh, that’s ridiculous," I protested
spaghetti slopped all o%er the front of t
sweater.
We arose as one and stood looki
toward the ocean. I expected to see I
cliffs drop off and lie swept away a
minute.
The shaking was violent now, and t
second-story apartment felt as if it
crumbling.
Then the one mother on the scene to
command. "Girls, heavens, what do we d
Down to the street!" she exclaimed a
she and her plate went running dovvit
steps.
"I’m going to call my parents and fi
out what’s happening," I said. A ha
call relieved my fears.
"Now listen mother, is this any way
welcome me home, what’s happ
g
there?"
"Well your father just spun around t
room in his big chair, your brother
laughing and I think I’m going to be sir
she said.
"Okay, mother, I’ll call later, just want
to make sure everyone was all right."
From the street we heard, "Girls, y
get down here this minute."
Theis the shaking stopped. But
knees didn’t realize it. Everyone sto
around looking stupid and then nty I
friend said, "Listen, you didn’t have to
to all this trouble to entertain nu
Laughter followed. Mother came back
side and a
I nervous joking we tried
finish supper
Tuning in the radio we learned that t
quake had been a -big roller" and had
L.A. and area.
Hint: If you ever find yourself in
earthquake, don’t run into the street. Ts
phone poles and wires are the first thi
to fall. Plant yourself beneath a stur
arch-way. They usually stand the longes
We adjourned to the kitchen to
dishes. My knees were still shaking wit
it started again.
I stood there and said, Aaaaahhlth
One of the girls already was out the ti
with a bottle of salad dressing in her ha
when our hosts informed us that it wa
"plane." The "plane" turned out to be t
after-shock.
Fortunately, the quake didn’t do mu
dantage. A few phone lines were knock
down and aside from the fact that peot
were made a little more aware of th
mortality, everything returned to norm
But it took us awhile to get over t
quake. I was standing at the popes
stand of a local movie theatre later th
night, when a voice behind me said, "I
coming again at 9:45 p.m."
While I scooped up my spilled pope
I vowed to leave California as soon
possible. I know I hase to go some di
but it’s not going to be in an earthquak
So if yott see a nervous blonde colic
ing pennies on campus, please contribu
it’s for a worthy cause!
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Kaucher Contest
Signup Deadline Set

Women Students
Prepare Calendar
For ’Their’ Week
1Vomen’s Week. sponsored by
the Assocoiated Women Students
AWSI and the All Women’s
t’otincil, will begin Monday, April
22 and run through Friday, April
26. Entitled "Women!", the week
will include the following events.
Monday
Registration of women on campus will be done by members of
Alpha Ltunisiti Delta, women’s
honorary sorority, and Angel
Flight, auxiliary for Air Force
ROTC. Each woman registering
will receive a paper flower made
by members of Delta Phi Upsilon, elementary education majors, and Kay dett Corps, auxiliary for Army ROTC.
Mrs. Inka O’Hamahan, owner
and director of the O’Hanrahan
Clinical Laboratory in San Francisco, will speak on -Why Guys
vs. Dolls?" at 1:30 am. In Engineering 132.
Tuesday
Representatives from campus
women’s organizations will model
spring fashions from Macy’s at
12 noon in front of Tower Hall.
Wednesday
Sparta-Grams I telegram - like
messages) will be sold by AWS
on Seventh Street and in front of
the bookstore. Messages will be
delivered anywhere on campus at
1 cent per word.
Thursday
A tea honoring outstanding
women at SJS will be held in
Qtfeteria A and B at 2:30 p.m.
Honored students have been
chosen by a selection committee
for their contributions to the college.
Friday
"Women!" button sales will
culminate with a prize drawing.
A carnival will be held on Seventh Street from 12 noon to 3
p.m. Sixteen booths representing
individual women’s organizations
will sell articles, display crafts,
and publicize the organizations.

Lecturer Gives
Religious Talk
Tonight at 8
"What is Success?" will be
the subject of a lecture sponsored by the campus Christian
Science Organization this evening in Memorial Chapel at 8.
Harry S. Smith, C.S.B., a
Christian Science lecturer, will
speak on the emerging "spiritual
dimensions" of material success
in today’s society. He has observed that people are looking
for a deeper meaning in success
and that certain spiritual satisfactions are missing.
Smith is from Atlanta, Ga.,
and is currently on a Christian
Science lecture tour.

Photo

’Harkee’ To Open
Today in Theater
The medieval village of Farnstall will set the stage for both
a whimsical tale and its delightful cat when the drama department unfolds its version of
Cleve Haubold’s "Harkee the
Cat" at 4 p.m. in the College
Theatre.
Tickets are now on sale in the
College Theatre Box Office. Admission is 50 cents.
Dr. David Addington, visiting
professor of drama, will direct
the children’s play. Philip Flad,
assistant professor of drama, designed the setting, R.,)-tald Gloekler, costume technician, designed
the costumes, and Dr. Kenneth
Dorst, associate professor of
drama, is in charge of lighting.
Musical arrangement for
"Harkee" was composed by Dr.
James Hitt, a scholar of classical
language at the University of
Texas. Dr. Hitt’s arrangement
includes pieces for the tambourine, drum, lute, and recorder
which emphasizes the medieval
atmosphere. Also in the delightful score is the "Parsnip Song,"
a song for everyone.
Although "Harkee" was written for children, it carries a cer-

’Total Environment’ Show Cancelled;
Artist Asks Collection Donations
Due to the cancellation of a
controversial art show scheduled
to open in the main gallery
Monday, John Hunter, gallery
director, has asked for art donations for a permanent collection.
Already 25 pieces have been
donated and are on display in
the main gallery.
The cancelled art exhibit was
to have been a "total environment," with a beach scene
peopled by life-sized cloth and
plastic whimsical figures. Sand
would have covered the floor,
there would have been foliage
and trees and ocean sounds on
tape, Hunter said. Special lighting would have taken the scene
from dawn to dusk.
This is the "bleakest moment
in the gallery’s history," he said.
"Art is vulnerable to social
pressure at every hand," and
some people thought the art
exhibit was a show of nudism.
"They are lust clumsy big
dolls," Hunter said of the exhibit’s figures. He feels that the
people who found the show obscene were foolish.
The Exhibitions Program Committee, composed of seven Art
Department faculty members,
after hearing arguments pro and

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

f400.0.1

by Paddi Benscn

HARKEE THE CAT Here played
by Judy Foulkrod, who is
indulging in a piece of delicious ratcake conjured up by Farnstall
townspeople in defense of a visit by the king and his royal guard
of 843 men. The play was written by Cleve Haubold, associate
professor of drama and is directed by Dr. David Addington,
lecturer in drama and a newcomer to SJS and to the children’s
theater.

lain appeal for anyone interested in light whimsical theater,
explains playwright Haubold,
SJS associate professor of drama. "We’re not doing anything
here for children that we
wouldn’t do for adults," he says.
"Harkee" was first performed
at the University of Texas by
a group of high school students
"where all the bugs were worked
out," recalls Haubold. Since
then, it has traveled the academic circuits through eight
acting companies and has received countless other productions, taking first prize in the
Atlanta Junior League Children’s Writing Contest in 1965.
"Harkee" is Haubold’s version
of the myth of The Wise Men
of Gotham. A book of 2001
myths helped put it into print.
Cast members include: Harkee,
Judy Foulkrod; Robin Chop,
Merle Smith; Marion Chop,
Kathy Ebright; Goodwife Crumpet, Nedro Abono; Timothy
Crumpet, Ray Saturno; Sir
Vainly Scornfoot, Christopher
Mohr; Recorder, Neal Newman;
Nib, Margene Fudenna; Tad,
Don Russell; Lord High Quite
Wide, First Grand Marshal, Wes
Morgan.
Townspeople and musicians
will be portrayed by Ben Roesch,
Kathi Ross, William Norell, William Hardy and Judi Menlo.

con, leferred the decision back
to the artist in the belief that
artists who present shows in the
gallery should have the ultimate
control over their material. The
artist then made the decision to
present the show elsewhere.

EUROPE ’68

CHARTER
FLIGHTS

293-2747

SAN FRANCISCO -LONDON
JUNE 12

Jim’s Barbershop

LONDON -SAN FRANCISCO
SEPTEMBER 12
ROUND

$360

Hairstyling

TRIP JET

SAN FRANCISCO -LONDON
SEPTEMBER 11

$135

Ousittg Se, *Wing

Jim’s offers you custom
beard trims done by registered hairstylists.

Booths Available
For Food Bazaar
A meeting for all persons or
organizations interested in having at booth at the International
Food Bazaar during International Week, May 5-11, will
be held today at 2:30 p.m. in
Cafeteria B.
Booths will feature special
foods, displays or demonstrations relative to International
Week. For additional information call 297-8977 or 292-2277.

must be the same reading selection.
Criteria for selection of the
semi-finalists will be based on
choice of material, understanding
of the author’s intellectual and
emotional intent, presentation
skills and comnamication and
audience contact.
Funds are now being rair.ed
through the Reader’s Theater
Presentations produced semisteriy. Last semester’s winner
was Karen Black, junior drama
major, who recited R o b r t
Frost’s "Wild Grapes."

Auditions Slated
For Saturday
Preliminary auditions for parts
in the drama department’s three
summer productions will be held
on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 1
p.m. in the Studio Theatre.
Students are required to prepare a two to three minute dramatic reading to r.resent at the
audition.
The readings will be judged by
Dr. Paul Davee, professor of
drama, Dr. Hugh Nelson, visiting
professor of drama and Rodger
Webster, master’s candidate,
each of whom will direct one of
the three productions.
The three summer bill plays
themselves will be chosen at a
later date frem a list of six possibilities: "Best Man" by Gore
Vidal; "Rase Tattoo" by Tennessee Williams; "Philadelphia
Story" by Philip Barry; "Bot-n
Yesterday" by Carson Kanin;
"Picnic" and "Dark At the Top
of the Stairs," both by William
Inge.
Final auditions will be announced at a later date.

$85

EUROPE
PARIS TO SAN FRANCISCO
August 11 19511
August II
August I & August S. 1111
SAN FRANCISCO TO PARIS
August 211, 1951
A limited number cif ssssss is available for faculty, 001 and Agile" of NW
CalifornI Stet. Colleges
FARE: WS ONE WAY
illf011AANCW1
Offk of International Fragrant’
The California State Colleges
1500 Hallos., A
San Frntisco, Californi 14112
Note, These am not round-trip flIghts

AN ’ITALIAN’
HAMBURGER
Not really. As a matter of fact Spartan House hamburgers are as American as they can be. Made from
fresh ground chuck steak. served on a toasted bun,
then smothered in pickles, mustard and ketchup or
whatever your tastebuds desire. And to top it off,
a large order of french fries comes with your Spartan burger. So sonic on in and give yourself a treat.
Try an Italian’ burger today. Don’t forget our convenient take home service.

partan
150 East
San Carlos St.
(Corner of Fourth Si)

SATELLITE TRACKING SYSTEMS
EARTH STATIONS FOR COMSAT
RARE EARTH PHOSPHORS
VIDEO TELEPHONES
MICROWAVE CARRIER SYSTEMS
COLOR TELEVISION
LASER RESEARCH
CABLE TELEVISION
ELECTRONIC SWITCHING EQUIPMENT
FLASHCUBES
MISSILE TRACKING SYSTEMS
ENERGY STORAGE
BLACKBOARD BY WIRE TEACHING SYSTEMS
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
INCANDESCENT AND FLUORESCENT LAMPS
SEMICONDUCTORS
ELECTROLUMINESCENT DEVICES
TELEVISION PICTURE TUBES
RECEIVING TUBES
ELECTRONIC SHIELDS
MISSILE LAUNCH CONTROL SYSTEMS
INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS
AIRPORT LIGHTING

ONE
JET

WAY

And you still call us a phone company?

WAONEY JET

OAKL/LONDON JULY I2.AUG. 13.
$379
LA/LONDON JUNE 19.SEPT. 9
$329
Open

to

atudentn,

their families. I o
and Information

faculty

and

liutterution

Professor lage
1445 NIelwontl Drive
San Jose, Calif. 95118
Phone 291-787.1

Appointment if Desired

or

3rd & San Fernando
(inside Mother’s Ltd.)

Enipire Travel Service
995 Market Si,, S.F. 94103

pAu.va

on Way
CHARTER JET FLIGHTS

SAN FRANCISCONEW YORK
JUNE IS

I

Men’s
Haircutting
Razor Cutting
Hair
Straightening

Students wishing to participate
in the Dorothy Kaucher Oral
Interpretation Competition may
sign up now in the Drama Office
for preliminary readings Tuesday, April 30, at 2 p.m. in the
Studio Theater.
The Kaucher Award was established in 1950 by an anonymous donor who donated $150 to
the fund to honor the "Art of
Oral Interpretation" and Dorothy Kaucher. Mrs. Kaucher, who
was an emeritus professor of
speech at SJS from 1930 to
1957, retired from the faculty in
1957 and is now living in Florida.
Sign-ups for the preliminary
competition are open to students
of all majors, but will be limited
to 30 names. The award, a cash
prize of $50, will be presented
to the student judged best in
giving his oral interpretation.
Six semi-finalists will be chosen
on Thursday, May 2.
Contestants are asked to prepare prose, poetry, or dramatic
reading for an oral presentation
not to exceed three minutes for
the preliminary reading. Readings for the semi-finals should
not exceed seven minutes and

"PASTAN

ThursdaY. April 18, 10115

We really don’t mind.
After all, it wasn’t that long ago that we were just in the telephone business.
But
now, because we’re involved in so much more, we need bright college graduates
with practically any kind of degree, whether it’s in Engineering or Commerce.
Ask your placement director about us. The misunderstood phone company at
730 3rd Avenue, N.Y. 10017.

General Telephone &Electronics

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS LENKURT ELECTRIC AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC CO TELEPHONE
COMPANIES
IN 33 ststES GENERAL TELEPHONE DIRECTORY CO
STILE LABORATORIES GT&E INTERNATIONAL

ouoe
292-2840

Thursday, April 1. 19Gg
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Spring Practice Opens
For Spartan Poloists

Grace Ball
SECRETARIAL COLLEGE
Soo Fr

isco bi

the Golden Cote

FIVE SPECIALIZED SECRETARIAL COURSES
Executive Secretarial Course for College Women
General Secretarial Course
Legal Secretarial Course
Electronics Technical Secretarial Course
SUCCESSFUL
Medical Secretarial Course
SECRETARIES
NATIONAL PLACEMENT SERVICE
of students enrolled have had one to four years of college

’1111il. (LARK
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
The season does not start dint il
late in September but for the
7;partan water polo team the pressure of competition and the
if physical conditioning is a eui lent reality evety Monday through
Thursday afternoon in Spartan
,c01.

ENROLLMENT DATES: JULY II, SEPT. 23
seed tor College Catalog{ 525 Sutter Street, corner Powell
San Francisco, California 94102

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
caReo
6 Nights a Week
FEATURING:
’ibis. Faces
’A esi. & Sat.

of Jazz

Rich & Bill

Thurs. & Sun.
Brown & Sheldon
Sun. - - Talent Showcase
lriilav

Dixieland

4.914Ctee:41z.

DINNERS
218 Willow St.
294-4009

Open Daily at 4 p.m.
Entertainment
Starts at 9 p.m.
(Si corer for minors)

. Nur
gituo On Canipug maviluiman
(By the author of I,’
tc’.)

WAS KEATS THE BOB DYLAN
OF HIS DAY?
Who was the greatest of the English Romantic Poets
Byron, Shelley or Keats? This question has given rise to
many lively campus discussions and not a few stabbings.
Let us today try to find an answer.
First. Keats for The Louisville Slugger, as he is commonly called. I Keats’ talent bloomed early. While still a
schoolboy at St. Swith in’s he wrote his epic lines:
If! aro food I gel on apple,
do ii whistle in the chapel.
Front this distinguished beginning he went on to write
another 10 milli:et poems, an achievement all the more remarkable when vi in consider that he was only five feet
tall: I
this fact only to show that physical problems never keep the true artist from creating. Byron, for
example, was lame. Shelley suffered from prickly heat all
winter long. Nonetheless, these three titans of literature
never stopped writing poetry for one day.
Nor did they neglect their personal lives. Byron, a devil
with the ladies, was expelled from Oxford for dipping
Nell Gwynne’s pigtails in an inkwell. (This later became
known as Guy Fawkes Day.) He left England to fight in
the Greek war of independence. He fought bravely and
well, but women were never far from his mind, as evidenced 1,y these immortal lines:
How spleprld it is to fight for the Greek,
Rat I don’t enjoy it half as much as dancing cheek to
cheek.
While I in freight in Greece, Shelley stayed in Eng,...ame razor sharpener to the Duke of
land, V. o
i v WaS happy in his work, as we know
Glonce-,e0
from Ii
’i’m, Hail to thee, blithe strop, but no
matter’,
I,,rid he was never able to get a proper edge
the 11’.1.,
razor, and he was soon banished to
This later became known as The Industrial
t, ,w Shelley’s lifeand the course of Eng1,1 have differed if Personna Super Stain aid been invented 200 years earlier. For
hale that needs no stropping, honing or
,,,,rp when you get it, and sharp it stays
thr.,
f ter luxury shave. Here truly is a blade
tit .
..r a freshman. Moreover, this Personna,
1.1,,
lade-maker’s art, this boon to the cheek
and I ,,.
he dewlap, comes to you both in doubleedge 61.) le
injector style. Get some now during "Be
Kind 1,, iffit, ki-ser Week."
I’ I dig iso. Byron, I say, was in Greece and Shelley
,ad. Meanwhile Keats went to Rome to try to
not remember his wistful lyric:
(mill five feet Iiigh,
11 look in an elephant’s eye.
I not grow. His friends, Shelley and Byron,
,art, rushed to Rome to stretch him. This
’ 1lYron. ever the ladies man, took up with
Catherine of Aragon, and Annie Oakley.
domestic type, stayed home with his wife
.. his famous poem:
,/,.; home with the miSAUS and write,
rend kiss her and give her a bite.
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Spartan boater Art
TROUBLE AT GOALIE
Romswinckel fills in at goal during Monday’s
opening soccer workout as Fred Nourzad dribbles the ball in for what appears a sure goal.

Romswinckel, who has one of the hardest kicks
on the team, probably will stick to the halfback
spot. "I’ve got the hands but I haven’t got the
eyes or the guts," he said.

Coach Menendez Forecasts Best
Soccer Season Ahead for Booters
By BOB SHIBRELL
Daily Sports Editor

Spartan

It’ll be difficult to top the thrills
and successes of last year’s "Teddy
Bear" soccer team but Spartan
coach Julie Menendez thinks his
present squad has potentially "the
best speed and scoring punch
ever."
Menendez greeted 31 aspirants
Monday but hopes to slim them
down to about 18 by the start of
the season in September. The first
step in this "slimming process" is

TONIGHT...

NAPE

an intrasquad game at 10 a.m.
Saturday.
Last season’s team finished undefeated and advanced to the quarterfinals of the NCAA tournament
before losing on a single goal to
St, Louis.
Menendez is blessed with the
return of veteran forwards Ed
Storch, Henry Camaeho, Fred
Nourzad, and Bob Boogaard. Camecho was the Spartan’s leading
scorer and was selected to the AllAmerican first team.
Also returning are fine defensive men Art Romswinekel, Luis
Mintegui, Sam Dew, Zeljko Pavic,
Ahmad Bayati, and Rod Mora.
Mani Hernandez and Taylor
Hubbard are expected to make
valuable contributions as they
graduate from the junior varsity
team. Hernandez was the team’s
leading goal producer.
Although the Spartans will be
strong offensively Menendez thinks
the defense will need some work
due to the loss of former AllAmerican goalie Frank Mangiola
and superb center halfback Gary
Iacini.
Candidates for goal keeper include Mora, who backed up Mangiola last season, and Viguen
Khachikian, an All - Conference
transfer from Merritt College. Potential goalies from the JV team
include Rich Habenicht and Dave
Sell.
Mangiola and ’mini were partly
responsible for the Spartan’s 10-0-1
regular season record. They prevented the opposition from scoring
more than two goals in any games.
Graduation will also claim the
services of Bob Davis, Bob Reed,

ore
couples
come to

Carlyle
Jewelers
In Palo Alto

Jean Canabou, and Bert Manriquez.
The first game of the year for
the Spartans will be May 3 against
Brigham Young University. The
Alumni game will be played May
10and there is a tentative May 15
date with Stanford.
According to Menendez, this
year’s alumni contest will be one
of the best because it consists of
the outstanding members of last
season’s team who are ineligible
to play for SJS.
"I understand they (the alumni)
had 29 show up for practice," said
Menendez. "Everybody wants {,{
play so it should be a good game
The front line which Mendel,’
is counting on to score will be
composed of Camacho, Hernarah{
Boogitard, and Nourzad.
"Position -wise we coeld ill: prove." said Menendez. "Th,
of Mangioia and !mini Cull! fbI
us but we have some good praspects in Pavie and (Peter) Vac!.
ter."
Highlighting the fall season will
be an Octobet tournament featuring such high-caliber (duns is
University of California, University ,
of San Francisco, and University
of British Columbia, as well as
SJS.

tins -:!icted awl
Spring IP io
coach Lee 1\ .11l It N lot one to let
n II laurels el
his players re -t
a 4th in the not ion i inking attained last s,:nson.
The workout; are tough fit the
32 man turnout. and espc,ifilly
gruelling ler what he calls his
"standing squad" of nine men,
Walton’s conditioning program is
broken down into two phases.
part of the workout
’Inc in
di ided into Walton’s personal
innovation of what he calls the
ten basic skills,
These skills, in which the players cotnpete against each other for
top times and Fr.:Helene), include
rebounding, kick reach, dribble
sprint. 200-yard sprint, three ’(ti :1
accuracy, reversals, ball handlir{..{
distance pass, distance throw anti
five shot accuracy.
To the observer the drills nra
seem elementary, but to the players they are essential fundamentals
that can make the difference between mediocrity and success over
a 22-aatne schedule.
Thc second phase of Walton’s
spring program is the daily scrimmage sessions which run for a full
hour and 20 minutes under game
conditions.
The standing squad, Walton’s
first nine men, have their work
cut out for them in these sessions,
playing the full 80 minutes.
The rest of the team, divided
ill ti is hat amounts to 2’g squads,
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’Phi’
\ II -Americans Tacit
Holmberg wi
Likins ,,,l
natural., It::
the team, but r,
All-American pick
less th
will tete. II, led by first teem sele
tion G,.
Hind.
Alma{ eilb Hind V1 ill be secon
team Si
,‘’ 11 Oh ii:’ Bob Likin
and tear,
niont ion forwat d
Denni,, If !I, and Tim Halley.
Raid Im.{. out the first squad ar
n, t. Prefontaim
’
ran
y Parrens an
21
17,111.
,{{
-{ ,S decatha
11.150 graduater
ilhuninating Wal
r( placement problem.
Another serious setback for th
team, but a tremendous individdr tot
opportunity, would lie the selec
tion of Hind to the Olympic squac
Walton calls Hind one of th
sevrn best players in the U.S
while noting, "barring any probe:
lems. Greg should be in Mexic t
in the fall."
The spring practice will reach
peak on May 10 with the annuani
Alumni game. The varsity ha’
beaten the Alumni over the las
several encounters, but with th
return of Likins and Holberg th
squad should be exttemely strong

April 19-21

SJS Ski Club

Ski Alpine Meadows
Cost
si3.00 Members $16.00 Non-Members
Up Student Affairs
ilusiness Office
Leave-4th & San Carlos St. (Men’s
Gym) at 6 p.m. Fri., April 19th
Return-10 p.m. Sunday, April 21st
Sign

Last Trip of Season Club Races &

Elections

Give your face
an education
in closeness.
Without making
It smart.

THE COLLEGE PLAN
exclusively for
THE COLLEGE MAN

for their

Diamond Rings

College Maiier

BECAUSE{

from coast to coast
the leader in
insurance sales
to college men.

They has shopped and compared and have found that
Carlyle’s prices are never high at and in most instances Sr.
substantially lower than prices
elsewhere for the same quality D.Arnonds.

because
, Guaranteed by a top
Corn party
... No War Clause
Exclusive Benefits at
Special Rates

Mary Shelley finally got so tired of being bitten that
she went into another room and wrote Frankenstein.
Upon reading the manuscript, Shelley and Byron got so
scared they immediately booked passage home to England. Keats tried to go too, but he was so small that the
clerk at the steamship office couldn’t see him over the top
of the counter. So Keats remained in Rome and died of
shortness.
Byron and Shelley cried a lot and then together composed this immortal epitaph:
Good old Keats, he might have been short,
But he was a gr, at American and a heck of a good sport.

. . . Premiums Deferred
until you are out of
school
Engagerneot Rings from 5100

Save tI.....%lf II atilt Cara

GrIyIr

JCWELER

inee. May iihnim.

Truth, not poetry, is the concern of Personae, and we
tell 014 truly that )(roll not find a better sharing combination than Pate...tarn. and natant shave, regular .re
ntenthui.

535 Bryant St.
in downtown
Palo Alto
Ph. 323-2834

For Your
COLLEGE. MASTER
outline ... contact
Jim Margot
Jim Won
Cam Sawyer
Charlie Groom

Frank Hairy
Derwin Sheep
Gary Sockwith
Low Soars

Fidelity Union Life I
SOS S. 10th St.
Zes-6/OU

The new ’68 Norelco Tripleheader 357
gives you a shave so close, we dare any blade
to match it.
And it won’t nick or scrape either. Let
this be a lesson to you: in independent lab.
oratory tests this Norelco Tripleheader
Spaedshavers with floating Microgroove’’’
heads, rotary blades and popaip trimmer
shaved As close or even closer than a leading
stainless steel blade 2 out of every 3 times
What more could you want’ Maybe the new
41960 Nonn Arnyil,yri PliclipS Company Int:

Norden Rechargeable Tripleheader 4 5CT.
Same great Norelco shave and featuren.
Works with or without a cord. And this Powerhouse delivers nearly twice as many
shaves per charge as any other redhargeable. More features, too. including it 115 220 voltage selec
tor so 3 ou can really shave any
where. Let that be#
another lesson

tore/co’

the close, fast, comfortable elect.rle above.
10,., East 42ne ’Juan! No, Co. to V 10017

1

;1

Thursday April 18
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DROP IN...

One Arm No Problem
By MIKE ELVITSKY
Spartan Dully Sports Writer
Bob Stymie). stands 6-1, weighs
218, and plays one of the most inspired games of football you will
ever see -- without the use of his
right arm.
When Shanley was born, doctors
discovered that his right arm had
no bone, so they amputated when
he was age one.
Right now Shanley is in the
midst of fighting for his football
life and loves every minute of it.
"The team is really excited about
this year’s chances," said Shanley.
"The competition at guard is really
tough but this is what makes football great.
"Starting for SJS would really
be a thrill for me but we’ll have
to wait until we put on the pads
to see who will be given a full
shot at the guard position."
Shanley’s credentials are impressive. After prepping at Hogan High
in Vallejo he went to Solon() JC
where he captained the football
team and was named All -Confer-

Photo by Wayne Nicholls
LOOK OUT RUSS
Spartan guard candidate Bob Shanley
applies the pressure on SJS quarterback Russ Munson in Tuesday’s
opening of football spring training. Shanley is unique in that
he plays without the use of his right arm.

Highly-Ranked Thinclads Face
Athens Club, Santa Clara YC
Sporting 14 men in the top of
the track and field divisions, Spartan thinclacls prepare for the relay
season by playing host to the Athens club and Santa Clara Youth
Village Saturday.

Highest in the individual rankings include Lee Evans (fourth
in the 220 with 20.9 and (owth in
the 490 with 96.3), Pete Santos
(fourth in the mile with 4:02.8),
and Chris Papanicolaou (fifth in

Extra Special!
Saturday

April 19

Sunday

April 20

April 2)
HENRY’S
II V11131iRGERS

ZSC

Reg. 18c

HENRY’S DRIVE-IN
5/5 S. /0//r

297-9806

NOW!! 3rd WEEK E1 1433ir_1 THE ALAMEDA

the pole vault with 16-71.
Other performers in the top ten
for SJS include Ronnie Ray Smith
19.4 in the 100, and 21.1 in the
220), Paul Myers and Jack Malloy
11:50.4 in the 880), Ralph Gomez
18.53.8 in the 2 milet, Larty Walls
(52.1 in the 490 hurdles), Darold
Dent (9:11.0 in the steeplechase).
Don Lindsey (6-10% in the high
jump), Rickey Rogers 24-6% in the
Jung jump), and Bob Stover (16-0
in the pole vault).
SJS has also run the second
fastest 440 relay (40.1), the second fastest 2-mile relay 17:25.0t
and the third quickest 88 relay
11:24.01.
Interesting battles could shape
up in the mile as Santos will he
challenged by Ed Dean (4:02.3).
John Baker (4:031, and Bob Price
(1:04) and the high jump among
SJS’ Lindsey and Athens Gary
Hines (6-11) and William Crawford (6-10).
Smith, Sam Davis, and Evans
will all be given stiff competition
from the Youth Village in the
sprint
EXCLUSIVE

297-3060

ENGAGEMENT

ACADEMY AWARD
WINNER

44111,1

i/W.7 ,

lir,

. . . everybody’s
doin’ it

Shanley Spells Courage

C

Friday

op

ence second team at tackle position.
"Playing with one arm doesn’t
really bother me so I can’t see why
it should bother anyone else. All
my life I’ve learned to play with
one arm so it shouldn’t matter
now," said Shanley.
"The only real problem I’ve had
is vhen I play defense. Usually the
opposition will run to my right
side and I have no way of stopping
the runner except by throwing my
body into him," he joked.
"Having only one arm is just
something you have to learn to live
with. I don’t want pity from people
because you can’t live your life on
that type of basis."
Stanley credits his mother and
next door neighbors for treating
him like any other growing boy.
"My mother could have treated me
special but she didn’t. My brother
and I were treated alike and because I had only one arin I wasn’t
given special favors."
Coach Harry Anderson said he
felt that Shanley would be great
one arm or not. "He’s the type of
player you can’t help but be impressed with. He hustles all the
time and is an inspiration to our
other players.
"He would be classified as a
courageous and guts type player
but even more important he’s
smart, too."

Shanley is majoring in physical
education with hopes of teaching
after graduation.
"I’ve always liked working in the
outdoors. Hunting, fishing, and
camping are my favorite hobbies.
so teaching physical ed would enable me to work outdoors and
teach, which is a great profession."
Since the beginning of the semester he has been exercising daily
trying to get ready for the fall.
"Being in top physical shape is a
must in any sport. I’m about seven
pounds over my playing weight but
that should peel off after a few
hours in a good scrimmage."
"As far as our chances of improving last year’s record I’d say
they’re great. Our attitude is one
of a winner and if we can stay
free from injuries we’re going to
surprise a lot of people, maybe
even ourselves."

Only 3

for

.01t$ e

SAN JOSE’S LARGEST MOST COMPLETE RECORD STORE

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SALE

LIMELIGHT

DON

3

LET’S GET
BEHIND
LIU

matp ofoti.,
N Ulf
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.

RAH
RAH
RAH

JUT
FOR
EXERCISE
TAKE
YOUR ,14.4
tsr3
CHOICE ;-tk’
All
for ONLY 112.00
, I

WORLD

I
SJ

Sate

16 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295-6765

SERIES

"

-

NOW ONLY

Send vaLSI11(717). Boa 3,31
L.,
C
91011

discount records inc.

Our Space Department
Big. This year even bigger. Some Chevrolet In Levels are longer. Some wider. Some with more
cargo room. Size up Impala. Nothing in its field
comes as big. For instance, in many others you
wouldn’t dare try laying a 4 x 8 -foot mirror flat in the
main cargo level. (Especially if you’re superstitious.)
In Impala, no problem. The hidden storage compartment on the lower level also takes more of your gear
than any of them. The roof rack you order should
take care of the rest. For your comfort, there’s extra
hip and shoulder room.
We make our Tr -Levels lots more attractive in other

ways, too. With such exclusives in Chevrolet’s field
as an ignition warning system. You’ll get a buzz out
of it if you ever leave your key in the switch. There
are rocker panels that clean themselves with every
shower you go through. Inner fenders that protect
the outer ones from rust. And hidden windshield
wipers on many models. Even with all these advantages, Impala and Chevelle Concours are the lowest
priced luxury wagons in their fields. And if that’s
what you like to hear, hear this. Unprecedented
savings are yours now at your Chevrolet dealer’s
’68 Savings Explo. See the details below.
CHEVROLET

GM

Chevrolet Tr -Levels
TAT ONE FOR SIZE AT YOUR DEALERS.

"THE BEST MOVIE I HAVE SEEN THIS YEAR!"
h-od Cct.irkol I

’A GIRL TELEGRAPHER WHOSE
SEDUCTION IS SUREIY ONE OF
THE GREAT COMIC EROTIC
SEQUENCES IN FILM HISTORY. -

"CLOSELY WATCHED TRAINS

99

Directed by Jiri Menzel A Carlo Ponti presentation
Distributed by
Sigma Ill -A Flimways Company.

NOW
PLAYING

Httuttittl
RADOM 552 S BASCOM -05-7231

.1% CHILLING SHOCKER,
WEIRD FRIGHTENINGLY
REAL."_Fletcher, Cue

the exterminating

angel

IMPALA STATION WASON

EXCLUSIVE
ENGAGEMENT
1st RUN CO -HIT
JAMES ROBER [SON JUSTICE
SHIRLEY ANNE FIELDS
LESLIE PHILIPS

"CARNABY
M.D."

It’s like no other soy, ngs
event your Chevrolet dealer

1.89

SAN JOSE 99C N. REDWOOD AVE. 246-3474
SAN FRANCISCO/BERKELEY/MENLO PARK

BEST FOREIGN FILM

"PRIMAL SEX...EARTHY HUMOR ,.
...WONDERFULLY SLY.. CHARM- I
ING AND POIGNANT COMPRE
HENSION OE THE PSYCHOLOGY I Tt
OF SEX"

2

Largest Selection Lowest Prices
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
’Use Your Bankton, nund

:11.1611.4 I, MOMS.

ar Ito 7211*-7,2
.L.120
Hat,. Pecked above.
No

cat. price 5.79

-11111,-‘;#

PAUL MAURIAT
MYSTIC MOODS
SPANKY & OUR GANG
THE ROMEROS
ANTAL DAROTI
GEORGE SZELL
BYRON JAN IS
LORIN MAAZEL

(student rates)

D

cat. price 4.79

99

FEATURING:

-

LI

2
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POPS-CLASSICS
JAuu-SHOWS

0

Special Quantity Discounts
No Wafting
Copies Anything Printed

OPEN EVENINGS TO 9,30
SATURDAY TO 6

discont records Ale

MERCURY 7 PHILIPS

[111,,4
4,

XEROXfi COPIES
10c each

Elec. typewriters
New portables
Rentel-purchese
Free delivry
0

Steak

$I

ILA_NIAlEti,siL,3 17,1E! I,

RENT

alai

545 S. 2nd St.
Free
Parking

COMPLETE CATALOGS OF

Wow!SATIRE
POLITICS
Chanute

/

-

Drop in for great meals,
Drop in for excellent
atmosphere,
Drop in for reasonable prices.
You II be glad you
dropped In!

has ever held. To you it
means extra buying power
on explosion of savings on
Chevrolets and Chevelles.
Take a look at these bonus
savings plans. Then see your
Chevrolet dealer.
Bonus Sayings Plans.
1. Any Chevrolet or Chevelle
with 200-hp Turbo.fire V8,

Powerglide and whitewalls.
2. Any Chevrolet or Chevelle
with 250-hp Turbo -Fire V8,
Powerglide and whitewalls.
3. Any regular Chevrolet
with 250 -hp Turbo -Fire V8,
Turbo Hydra-Matic and
whiNtwolls.
4. Now, for the first time ever,

big savings on power disc
brakes and power steering on
any Chevrolet or Chevelle
with V8 engine.
5. Buy any Chevrolet or
Chevelle V8 2-door or 4 door hardtop modelsave
on vinyl top, electric clock,
wheel covers and appearance guard items.

Happening now at your Chevrolet dealer’s,
a tremendous explosion of extra buying power. Only the leader Could make it happen.

p.
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Summer
Jobs

’Dr. Jacklin Enthusiastic
Spartaguide lAbout ’Aggressive’ Thesis
Thursday, April 18, 19AR

TODAY
Students Against the War. 7:30
p.m., The New Wineskin, 10th and
San Fernando Streets. Strike, boycott of Dow.
Arab-Aim rlean Club, 7 p.m.
Cafeteria A. Important tfleeting,
discussion of semester activities,
selection of an International Queen
candidate.
French Club, 11:30 a.m., Cafeteria French table. Ptupose of
meeting is to select queen candidate for International Week.
Epsilon Eta Sigma, 3 p.m., F0104. Dr. Robert Pepper. assistant
professor of English and humanities, will discuss research he has
been conducting on Shakespeare’s
"Twelfth Night."
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., ED213. To
discuss plans for the Travis AFB
trip.
German Club, 3:30 p.m., Cafeteria A. To discuss plans for the
party at Bouldet Creek. Free
coffee.
Veterans Club, 12:30 p.m. E130.
International Fund Bazaar Committee, ’2:30 p.m., Cafeteria B. Information meeting for all organizations and persons participating
in the International Food Bazaar,
May 10.
Delta Phi Upsilon, 7:30 p.m.,
ED100.
Students for Kennedy, 8 p.m.,
Student Council Chambers, College Union. Organizational meeting.

The following list of organiIlan... aggressive ttillbuniztsm naturally. "If we knew how ani- zations %till he on crunpus Intermals
lived
naturally
than
I
don’t
about this thesis," said Dr. Philip
viewing students for mummer
think we’d object to being called employment. Interested appliD. Jacklin, assistant professor of
animals," he said.
cant.% should see the Student
philosophy, in reviewing "On AgTo supplement his review Dr. Placement Secretary. ADM234
gression," by Konrad Lorenz, yes- Jacklin passed
out notes on Lorenz for an appolntment.
terday in a family book talk be- and Aggression, an excerpt from
"Does Human Nature Change?" MONDAY
fore 75 persons.
The thesis Dr. Jacklin was re- and a bibliography on human agXerox Corp. MBA candidates
ferring to is "man is by nature gressivity and related topics.
who will graduate in 1969 to work
AggieSsion
is
not
destructive,
aggressive."
In sales and matketing areas in
"By nature" he said he referred Dr. Jacklin said. To illustrate this San Francisco, Oakland. U.S. citihe
cited
horned
animals
fighting
zento a ptimary drive note learned,
but genetically determined. You in a "ritualized" foam, head to FRIDAY, APRIL 26
find the "same motivational struc- head. If one of the animals turns
Jewel Home Shopping Service.
ture in man as you do in the lower his head the other will stop until
animals, with the exception you a head to head position is re- Bus, adm., mktg. and liberal arts
majors to work in sales in the
make room for knowledge," he sttmed.
He added, "if you cannot fight Bay Area. U.S. citizen.
said.
Dr. Jacklin pointed out that about worthy things, then you will
Venture Valley Camp. Men in
captivated animals do not act fight about unworthy things."
education, psychology, sociology,
During his talk Dr. Jacklin said music, art and recreation to work
"I am out of my field so I can say as boys’ counselors, swim instrucoutrageous things. I welcome ques- tors, and riding instructors in the
tions afterwards."
Santa Cruz Mountains,
Two-thirds of the audience (50
Copperereek Camp. Men to work
"1

PAW Joins SDS
To Sponsor Films
films,

Two

Vietnam:

"Deter-

mined to Defeat the Yankee Ag-

persons) took Dr. Jacklin up on as group counselors
his invitation and stayed for ques- County. U.S. citizen.

111

Dailey Auditorium this afternoon
The films are sponsored by the
Students for a Democratic Societyl
and Professors Against the War.

4i

’ST A.

ERSo,o or Salad - Baked
The Vietnam film was made by erSI
Potato - Gerllc Bread
the National Liberation Front.
TOMORROW
"Report on Cuba" is a National
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellow- Education Television Documentary
ship, 7:30 p.m., 860 Jawsen, San
made by Saul Landau.
"We Just
Jose. Rich Sytsma will speak on
iook
At the 3:30 showing, Ralph
with
Deal
"How Did Christ
Expansive"
’-ietioenman, director of the Bet’People?"
nod
Russell
Peace
Foundation.
yt
Adult
Beverages
Srattal.’..
Intercultural Steering CommitCome as you are!
viii speak and show a film on the
tee, 5 p.m., Cafeteria A.
W,ir Crimes Tribunal.
Intern:01unit students Organi. , :,ieria A mei
zation,
B. SJS proli-sors en,1 memIsms
the Sierra Cluh will speak on I
"Problems of Conservation and
California State Employment for
Overpopulation."
Peace and Freedom Movement.
12:30 p.m., 115. Organization meeting to support the campaigns of
Bob Straighter for Second Supervisoral District and Dr. Martin
Primack for 10th Congressional
District.
Education
Psychology
Spartan Chinese Club, 9 p.m. Sc
1 a.m., Women’s Gym. A dance
Sociology
Anthropology
with live music. Members free
non-members Si.
51.18 Ski Club. Ski Trip to Alpine
Opportunities in the California State Government as VocaMeadows to lease trim Fourth
tional Counselors, providing professional level counseling servand San Carlos Streets, Friday at
6 p.m. Members, $13 and non-memices in the areas of vocational choice, training, and adjustment.
bers $16. Sign up in Student AfYOU
will work closely with clients and community resources in
fairs Business Office. Last ski trip
and also election.,
developing occupational goals. $8,900 to start.

GRADUATE STUDENTS
M.S. or M.A. CANDIDATES

Requires, with Master’s Degree, 15 college semester units in
guidance principles and techniques, personality development,
and tests and measurements. Without Master’s, 30 graduate
semester units in the above or in related MIMS.
The California Representative will be on campus
APRIL 25

BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.rn.
40 Bassett St.
294-6535
San Jose

Spartan Daily Classifieds
Like Ringing 20,000
Doorbells

Spartan Daily Classifieds
rhe Spartan Daily does not knowingly USED LEATHER COATS, Suede coats,
sculpt advertising from advertisers who fur coats $4-$10. 1500 items. Peggy’s
practice discrimination on the basis of Imports, 159 Columbus Ave. corner
Pacific Ave. S. F. 981-5176. Open every
race, color, creed or national origin.
day I p.m.-7 p.m. The grooviest store
in
the world.
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
CHRIS-CRAFT Inboard boat & trailer
SPARTA EUROPE ’68 $339. June 18- & ski equip, Make offer. Pictures availSept, 7. Jet non-stop S.F.-Arnsterdam able at the Delta Upsilon Fraternity.
round trip. Call Barbera Kyne. group Call 295-9969, Art Vallerga.
leader. 356-8121.
WIDE OVAL 14 inch rims, Chev. GenAUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per eral Dual 90 tires used 1000 mi. 248.
year for married, good students. Also, 9623 .
excellent savings for single men over FENDER DUEL SHOWMAN. One yr.
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600. old - One owner. Brand new cond.
EVELYN’S FASHION JEWELRY. 40 S. Steve Sherrill, 293-9320,
lit. Inquire about ear piercing, 297NISSEN TRAMPOLINE (USA)
Exc.
6522.
cond. Notice to frats/sor, gymnasts!
WANTED: HAIRCUTS. You raise it, we Sell/trade for guns. 209 462.1225,
$1.80
cut it! Home haircuts repaired.
$1.80 $1.80 $1.80 $1.80 $1.80 $1.80 AT LAST! THE COMPLETE PSYCHEIs this any way to run a barber shop? DELIC LIGHTING MANUAL! Make
You bet it is. Pete’s Barber Shop. 9 your own Strobes. Light Machines, Color
a.m.- 6 p.m. 58 S. 4th between San Per. Organs, Black Lite, etc., with easy innando & Santa Clara. Hairy Cutter, structions & diagrams. Send 52 to Light.
rays, P.O. Box 8223P. Phila., Pa, 19101.
Prop.
GURDJIEFF Group forming. Call 265- 3 YRS. BACK issues Playboy 8 Cavalier.
0433.
Price of this ed. 297-4438 eves.
EXPERIMENT TO HELP people overcome fears of animals, objects, heights,
HELP WANTED 141
sml. rms., etc., or leaving residence are
being conducted. If you have one of WAITERS WANTED: New steak house
these fears & wish to participate, please & bar opening Mayl. in Santa
Clare.
contact Miss Phillips. 327-8340.
Want mature col, std. over 21 to work
TOURS TO RUSSIA. Sum. sch. in ACA- 4 night/wk. Hrs. 4:30 p.m.10:30 p.m.
PULCO. Work or travel in EUROPE this Call for interview 326-5527.
summer. Randy Westerburg. 322-5066
after 7:30 p.m.
LEARN TO FLY. Memberships open in
Flying Aces Inc. $5.00 wet for J3 Cub,
Call 297.8136 or 295-6192.
DELTA ZETA PANCAKE Breakfast. Sun.
Apr. 21, 1968. All U can eat. $1. Sam ho". pancakes, bacon, juice. coffee. 201
S. 1 Ith. 9:30 a.m.-1 p.m.

NOW
\T YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE

OPEN EVENINGS TO 9:30
SATURDAY TO 6

ONE
WEEK
ONLY

JAZZ SALE
COMPLETE
CATALOG

PACIFIC JAZ

3 69

NOW ONLY

cat.

hiJ
r

price

5.79

COCK TA I L WAITRESS wanted for
weekends only at the "cats" in Los
Gatos. 354-1077 or 354-9824.

2 BEDROOM APT. Furn. All electric.
Close to campus. 295-0763.
STUDIO APT. Girls or married couple.
$.75 mo. 132 S. 10th, 295-2035.
MALE ROOMMATE urgently needed.
Call 286-4827.
FEMALE. 21 or over, to share 2.13drm.
house w/I other. 1020 S. 8th. $55’mo.
293-0881 after 5 p.m.
RENT A COOL ROOM this summer.
Sunny & airy: wall to wall carpeting. Lin.
ens furnished & wkly. cleaning. 406 S.
I I th.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: The International House. 596 S. 10th 293.9877.

)

\

EUROPE, AMSTERDAMScandinavia etc.
plus Russia -Poland -- special 3 wki. All
expense. Budget package from Calif.
Aug. I. $975. Condurind Douglas Hen.
derson. Call 297-0605

X 7

EY, COAall. WE’LL HAVE TO MOVE 11415 EVENT TO A
LITTLE FIRMER- GROUND"

CLASSIFIED RATES

featuring:
fl." Es 1/ON7’G1)11EllY
III DPI RICH
TIT CHI .s Wilts

GER A ED WILSON
RIP SHANK
DON. EELIS

LES McCANN
RICH AHD HOLMES

CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
I sr 1usr Nonlamorn, ’ad

discount records

isio flat
[scorst es

inc.

letvess kiss, s sal
ao.
Cock .11 S,
C,rel

SAN JOSE 99C N. REDWOOD AVE. 246-3474
sAN
4CISCO/BERKELEV/MENLO PARK

Use your
Aofastercharge
and
First National
Cards

Minimum
Three linos
One day

One day

Two days

Three days

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

lines
1.50
lines -100
lines
2.50
lines
3.00
Add this
amount fa
F.
each ad&
ou’v
Donal line
CHECK
3
4
S
6

1:1 Announcements (I)
Automotive (2)
For We (1)

D
o

0
0
9

RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s.
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251-2598.
GUARANTEED TYPING. Fast, accurate,
prompt. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from campus.
Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Elec.
Inc. Masters - Reports - Dissertations. Marianne Tamberq, 1924 Harris
Ave. Call 371-0395 San Jose,
FAST. RELIABLE TYPING in my home.
Reasonable prices. Call 244-6581. Mrs.
Baxter.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - Phone
Jim Koski, 968-0944 anytime.
TYPING - Term papers, thesis, etc.
perienced, reasonable. All work guaranteed. Will edit. Pica type. 294-3772.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, stk.,
experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced. 2436313.9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
BE MORE WITH MOORE. Leadership,
Sales, Dynamism, 890 Emory St. S. J.
293-2775.
FAST & ACCURATE typing. General
Secretarial. Reasonable rates. 266.1295.
TRANSPORTATION 19)

FOR SALE Ill

44

PERSONALS 171

CUSTOM-MADE contemporary wedding
& engagement rings, diamonds. etc.
George Larirnore, now at OLD TOWN,
LRGE. 3 RM. APT. furn. $135 inc. all Los Gatos. 354.8804,
util. Girls or couple. 595 S. 9th, Cell IN TROUBLE and need a friend? Write
to: Concerned, Box 2354, Pleasant Hill,
259-1547,
MALE STD. HOUSE to share own rm. Cal,
util. Parlor & kit. 167 E.
at $48.50
SERVICES 181
St. John Street, 295-6869,

’64 VW E.c. mech, and body. Low
mileage. $985/offer. 298-1561.
’56 PORSCHE 365/1600 Coupe. Esc.
inside & out. WOO, 295-1499 4-8 p.m.
TRIUMPH 500 Twin. Dirt bike. $250.
Exc. cond. Good transportation. Ph. 354.
2261 eves. Ask for John.
’60 AUSTIN HEALY 3000. Exc. conch
Hard top & soft top. R/H, 4-seat.
4Nv 3 ,ewpaint. $950 286.2854.
’57 CHEVY BEL-Air. 2 dr. HT 283pd. 0. D. Hurst shift. Inc. cond.
TLC Treatment. $650. Eves. 948-9336.
Day. 966-3425.
’54 01.05 VII Auto. Radio/Heater. Good
cond. $95. Call 225.1739.
’57 KARMAN GHIA Err. cond. New
paint & upholstery, best offer. 369-6890.
’63 DART CONVERTIBLE. Clean, exc.
mech. cond. Now trans. Good paint &
tires

CLOTHES 8 ODDMENTS for your apt.
& for you. From way bark to way out.
Browse the Bargain Mart, Tues. thria
Sat., 10.4, at 36 E. San Antonio,

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 567.50/
mo. 1220 Garbo Wy., San Jose. To share
with one other. 2 bedrooms. Call 2480428.
TEACHERS: ELEMENTARY - Student
& Veteran for Fall ’68. Visit an eicciting
new school in progressive Berryess
District Saturday April 20, 1968. 9:3011:30 a.m. 263-1200.

HOUSING 151

P

.

Parking

TEACHERS: ELEMENTARY - Student
& Veteran for Fall ’68. Visit an exciting
new school in progressive Berryessa
District Saturday April 20. 1968, 9:30.
11:30 a.m. 263-1200.

AUTOMOTIVE 12)

SAN IOSE’S LARGEST MOST COmPIET( RECORD STORE

Free

BABYSITTERS TO WORK for a registry.
95c/hr. Parttime or year ’round. Transp.
nec. 225.5307, 264-1223,

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

MAKE AN INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT

discount records

All

The desperate hours come around midnight when you’ve
got more to do than time to do it.
The hours when you have to stay alert or face the music
the next day.
Those are NoDoZ’ finest hours. It’s got the strongest
stimulant you can take without a prescription. And it’s not habit forming.
NoDoz^. If you don’t stay up with the
competition, you won’t keep up with the
Competition.

DO THIS NOW!

lovilftiVooliPt4

P(.1.911C

The desperate hours
and how to survive them.

OVER 21?
NEED $5

t44404119liF
EPLIJDETh,,d and
Santa Clare
s,

at 3:30 and again at 7 p.m.

Sign-ups for Freshman Camp
counselor interviews will be held
through tomorrow at the Freshman Camp booth on Seventh
Street from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
The only prerequisite is that the
students have the evenings of May
2, 8 and 14 free to attend traininiz
sessions.
Practical insight into the mari’.
phases of radium’ lire is the pie
pose of Freshman Camp. Shale,’
who attend the eamp enter
esisoriotwerl and aware

Plumes

tions and discussion.

gressors" and Cuba: "Report on
CUINC will be shown in Morris

Camp Counselor
Sign-up Deadline

in

To Place
an ad:
Call at:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily
1:30 to 3:30
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces let each line)
Four

days Five days

-274-6-- -TA2.90 -KOO-3-.4-0- --13-03.90

A CLASSIFICATION
Help Wanted (4)
0 Personals (n
0 wools (10
Housing (5)
0 Transportation
Lost and Found (5)

Print Mama

For

Address

Enclosed Is $___

City

OD

Days

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN 10SE, CALIF.
95114
Nan ahem 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

